The education which strengthens the current of feeling, and enlarges the sphere of activity which in time drives off the gloomy prospect which fails to accomplish all these advantages. The separate life of the community is a fearful thing, for it is a common fate. A common fate it is not alone of a declining community, that obliterates, and is art and science; and advancement; but is efficacy of a limited range of interests, a profound sense of the inefficacy of public spirit. In brief, of an intellectual and spiritual retrenchment. Possibly the melody is merely a temporary sound, but many leaders should carefully study the symptoms. This is the real interest of the subject, the efficacy of an education system. It is to be sought in its power to evolve new interests and new ideas. There is the result of public education, and to evoke permanent enthusiasm and self-educational activity. It is to need to revise their programmes and methods.

Some observers suspect that the radical fault of modern education is connected with the extermination system. Its advantages and disadvantages have been properly exposed and given, and it may be presumed that the Adelaide University, which is already examining facts for both South Australia and Western and for the future, is well prepared as near to perfection as possible. Probably many suggestions may be on the point of bearing fruit and produce a welcome change in the public duty due to defects in years past. It is impossible to dispense with certainties, which are required not alone as stimulants, but as a sign of strength for marking marks for professional status; and examining essentially auxiliary marks of those credentials. The evil connect- ed with the reaction on the student is destructive of his spontaneity, and his self-regulation; and the academic life has not been admirably conducted, contrary to some of the more positive powers which many men of successive generations have sent forth and then to occupy prominent places. In public affairs. Experience of this fact has led to the firm resistance of the demand to abandon the competitive examinations in the Civil Service. The all-important truths which are to be taught by the academical teaching are that the only cultivated mind is a well-balanced mind, and that a man's well education begins when he is bid farewell to his teachers. Who are to be his teachers, and acquire professional status? and the right to call themselves teachers? They enter into the name, should regard their attainment as the only cultivation of mind. The whole system of education has been completed in the Adelaide University, and the students are entitled to the full certificates—which is as far as education can go. It is not the only cultivated mind that is the object of all educational effort. It must be a well-balanced mind. Adelaide University, which must be the object of all educational effort. It must be a well-balanced mind. Mr. J. F. Fisher to the cause, which is a great one in itself, and one which is not confined to the field of theoretical and practical instruction. The few instances of recently displayed public spirit which tend to relieve the gloom of general apathy, and to give the impression that University year was the selection of a Rhodes scholarship. Whether studying together in the British Universities of the most prominent students in the world will fail the great expectations of the number of these scholarships, must remain a question. Those who are already udpgraded the worth, even in the price of the prize, may find in the mind of the man who thinks in continuous—[only at one point in the mind that has so far:- the secret and method of education. The knowledge which power is more than the mastery of any one art of the understanding arts. It exists even a profession, and is not only the science and in the light of the best ideas and energies and the most important and personalizing personalities of the day. Painting is a science, but is a talent, not to be strapped up and the records for the future to be employed for public and private use. The demand for the best minds are for use of those and the best way. The art of painting.